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THE DOMESTIC POLITICS OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN: PRODUCER PREFERENCES OVER TRADE AGREEMENT RULES JEFFREY KUCIK*



What explains variation in the design of international institutions? Recent literature shows that providing members with opportunities to shirk their contractual obligations actually promotes agreement formation and durability. Yet, in spite of these beneﬁts, institutions continue to exhibit wide variation in the “ﬂexibility” of their rules. I show that, in the context of preferential trade agreements (PTAs), the beneﬁts of permitting escape are enjoyed unevenly across the market. In particular, import-competing industries gain from the protection that escape clauses provide while their export-dependent counterparts bear the costs. This asymmetry creates domestic political competition over agreement design between the two traded sectors of the market. I explore this competition using new data on the design of 330 PTA agreements since 1960.



What explains variation in the design of international institutions? Recent literature – led by the rational design project – shows that “ﬂexible” contracts induce deeper interstate cooperation (e.g., Rosendorﬀ and Milner, 2001). Flexibility provisions are clauses that allow states to shirk temporarily their contractual obligations without violating the terms of the agreement. Studies ﬁnd that states are more likely to enter into (and to maintain) international commitments when provided these avenues for escape (Koremenos, 2005; Rosendorﬀ, 2005). The rational design literature oﬀers a useful framework for understanding states’ incentives to create ﬂexible agreements. However, we have comparatively few explanations of why international institutions vary in their rules. In this article, I focus on one type of institution: preferential trade agreements (PTAs). PTAs are formal agreements in which member states grant reciprocal market access to one another.1 Over the last 20 years, PTAs have become an increasingly prominent feature of the global economic landscape.2 They have consequently attracted a great deal of academic attention, including research into agreement formation and their welfare eﬀects. Yet, to date, the causes of variation in PTA design are not well understood. The explanatory power of the previous design literature is limited by two factors. First, the lack of comprehensive data on trade agreement rules conﬁne most studies to exploring just one aspect of design – most commonly the dispute settlement mechanism (e.g., Smith, 2000). Second, few articles pay suﬃcient attention to variation in *



Corresponding author: Jeﬀrey Kucik, The Rubin Building, 29/30 Tavistock Square, University College London, London, WC1H 9QU, UK. E-mail: [email protected] 1 The population of PTAs includes partial scope accords, free trade areas, and customs unions. 2 Since 1990, the number of PTAs has risen sharply from 80 to more than 430. It is signiﬁcant that the explosion in PTA membership is not limited to the traditional market powers. States at all levels of development and in all regions of the world are entering into PTAs with increasing frequency. As of January 2010, all but one (Mongolia) of the GATT/WTO’s 153 members is currently (or has been) a member of a PTA. Along with their increase in number, the scope of PTAs has also expanded. Today’s PTAs are much more than a simple list of tariﬀ concessions – they now regularly include provisions relating to the free movement of labor, intellectual property rights, and human rights. These roles further underline the importance of understanding how PTAs are designed.
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domestic actors’ preferences. States, which cannot know the future costs of compliance, build ﬂexibility into their contracts and all members (and their domestic interest groups) are typically assumed to be better oﬀ. However, this assumption overlooks the possibility that preferences about design vary within the state. I address both issues in this article. First, I utilize original PTA design data that provide a more complete picture of the variation in agreement rules. Second, I relax the assumption that ﬂexible contracts beneﬁt the domestic market. A closer look at ﬂexibility reveals that its rewards are spread unevenly across the economy. These distributive asymmetries give rise to political competition between the “winners” and “losers” from permitting escape. Exploring this competition allows us to better understand why, if ﬂexibility promotes cooperation, trade agreements continue to exhibit variation in design. I focus on political cleavages between the two traded sectors of the market. I argue that producers care about design because PTA rules fundamentally shape the amount of risk – deﬁned as unanticipated price shocks – to which ﬁrms are exposed. Risk is problem for both traded sectors. Unpredictable ﬂuctuations in prices threaten the survival of import-competing producers and destabilize the cross-national trade relationships on which exporters depend. PTAs help protect the domestic ﬁrms from this costly volatility (Mansﬁeld and Reinhardt, 2008a,b). However, producers’ preferred strategies for managing risk vary. On the one hand, importer-competitors beneﬁt from the protection that ﬂexibility provides. Flexible rules help states alleviate the pressures of foreign competition by allowing PTA members to erect temporary barriers to entry. On the other hand, ﬂexibility is an ineﬃcient response to the risk facing exporters. The market access lost when states renege on their liberalizing commitments is always costly for ﬁrms that depend on free trade. As a result, exporters prefer “rigid” contracts – agreements that heavily regulate (or entirely prohibit) escape. The sectors model provides a useful explanation of preferences. Yet, it says little about eventual design outcomes. PTAs are not negotiated in a vacuum. Even if we assume governments represent the interests of their domestic producers not all states are in a position to secure favorable deals. I argue that the relative balance of market power between negotiating states determines the likelihood that governments achieve their preferred terms. Large markets have an advantage in bargaining because small states are more dependent on (and stand to gain more from) securing access to large economies. The theory generates a testable hypothesis: countries with predominately importcompeting (export-dependent) economies are more likely to enter into ﬂexible (rigid) agreements as their relative market power increases. I test the validity of my hypothesis using new data on PTA design. The data measure the presence (or absence) of over 60 individual legal rules relating to the ﬂexibility systems of 330 PTAs since 1960. The analysis provides strong support for the proposition that sector composition, as conditioned by market power, determines PTA design outcomes. The ﬁndings are robust to alternative speciﬁcations of the dependent variables and a variety of sampling techniques. In light of the evidence, I conclude that a concern for market risk, not just the gains and losses from liberalization, fundamentally shape the institutions into which states enter. Note that this article focuses on explaining variation in ﬂexibility systems. One implication of the theory is that designers have to balance their preferences over rigid© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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ity against their appetites for liberalization (Baccini et al., 2012; Haftel, 2011; Johns, 2011). Comprehensive tests of this trade-oﬀ are beyond the scope of this article. Below I discuss the implications this omission has for my ﬁndings and I emphasize that additional research in this area is required to fully understand the trade-oﬀs states make when entering into PTAs. 1. BACKGROUND AND THEORY



The rational design literature shows that states have strong incentives to build ﬂexibility into their interstate contracts (Koremenos et al., 2001). Flexibility provisions oﬀer states a form of “international insurance” by reassuring members that they can protect their interests when unanticipated shocks raise the costs of compliance (Koremenos, 2005). In support of this claim, several studies ﬁnd that countries are more likely to form agreements when provided ﬂexible rules. In addition, agreements that permit escape last longer than those that do not (Rosendorﬀ, 2005). This framework enjoys strong support in the context of trade institutions.3 States that adopt the domestic legal provisions needed to utilize the GATT/WTO’s ﬂexibility system are much more likely to enter the agreement. Moreover, these states commit to (and apply) signiﬁcantly larger tariﬀ reductions than members not taking advantage of their opportunities for escape. Evidence suggests that trade institutions can promote deeper liberalization by permitting temporary, legalized defection. In light of these ﬁndings it is perhaps surprising that PTAs exhibit wide variation in design, particularly with respect to the ﬂexibility of their rules. At one end of the design spectrum, roughly 25% of all PTAs grant their members full discretion over the use of escape clauses, imposing very few if any regulations relating to the enforcement of the contract’s ﬂexibility system. At the other end, no less than 27% of PTAs place strict limits on (or entirely forbid) the use of ﬂexibility. In this second category of agreements – which I call “rigid” PTAs – contracts specify a wide variety of constraints on ﬂexibility use. Limits on the size and duration of new entry barriers are among the most common constraints on escape. What explains this variation? Relaxing the previous literature’s assumption that ﬂexibility is mutually beneﬁcial, I show that the beneﬁts of permitting escape are spread unevenly across the domestic market. Some segments of the market gain from the ability to shirk while others pay the costs. Speciﬁcally, ﬂexibility use results in a welfare loss for exporting ﬁrms, whose optimal outcome is contracts that limit trade partners’ opportunities for escape. This distributional asymmetry generates political cleavages between domestic producer groups. I explain these preferences, and the factors that shape how they get translated into policy in the remainder of this article. 1.1



Sector-specific Preferences over Design



Recent work on institutional design emphasizes that the rules governing escape in PTAs are conceptually distinct from trade concessions (Johns, 2011). Concessions are 3 Flexibility’s welfare eﬀects are a persistent source of debate. Anti-dumping (AD) has been the subject of particular criticism since it is the most commonly used (and fastest spreading) trade remedy. Critics emphasize the trade-deterring eﬀects of ﬂexibility enforcement as well as the consumer welfare loss that results from raised prices (Bown and Crowley, 2007; Gallaway et al., 1999). However, due to the diﬃculties measuring the impact of trade barriers there exists no consensus as to the precise costs of ﬂexibility use.
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about the amount of liberalization to which states commit. Flexibility is about how states prefer to manage the risks associated with that liberalization (Mansﬁeld and Reinhardt, 2008b). This distinction is important because ﬁrms have preferences over not just their ideal levels of market openness but also how to cope with the unanticipated costs associated with free trade. Risk threatens both traded sectors of the market.4 Downward shifts in market prices have well-known consequences for import-competitors – namely, jeopardizing ﬁrm welfare by making it more diﬃcult to compete with cheaply priced foreign goods (e.g., Revenga, 1992). However, the pitfalls of globalization are not limited to importcompetitors. Exporters depend not only on securing access to foreign markets but also from stability in their trade relationships. Volatility in the relative prices of trade goods – or, “terms of trade volatility” – generates uncertainty and creates high transactions costs that undermine ﬁrms’ incentives to conduct business abroad.5 Given these dangers, both sectors have material incentives to insulate themselves from price volatility. Crucially, however, their preferred strategies for managing risk vary and this divergence has implications for PTA design. Import-competing ﬁrms want to ensure that their governments retain the policy autonomy necessary to protect their interests when shocks occur. Flexibility oﬀers this protection by allowing members to raise temporary entry barriers when inﬂows of foreign goods – such as dumped products – threaten domestic ﬁrms. Research on the eﬀects of AD, by far the most frequently used escape clause, ﬁnds that closing oﬀ market access to dumped goods results in signiﬁcantly higher domestic prices.6 It also increases the market value of ﬁrms. Producers petitioning for AD protection in the United States enjoy a $50 million dollar boost in market value on average (Marsh, 1998).7 Flexibility’s beneﬁts are not lost on import-competing ﬁrms. Steel producers are just one example of an industry that continues to lobby actively for AD protection. Citing a wide imbalance in bilateral trade ﬂows and the threat of import competition, Australian steel manufacturers are demanding more ﬂexible AD rules in their ongoing PTA negotiations with China. Australian producers’ apprehensions are summarized by one an industry representative who argues: “Any watering down of our anti-dumping system will only add to the pressure on Australian industry. This will lead to…the loss of industrial capacity in Australia and increased job losses.”8



4 Unanticipated price shocks adversely aﬀect welfare at all levels of the economy, damping trade, investment, and growth. See Bleaney and Greenaway (2001) and Razin et al. (2003). 5 See Mendoza (1997) and Turnovsky and Chattopadhyay (2003) for discussions of the adverse welfare consequences of volatility. 6 Critics of AD have pointed to this eﬀect as an example of why ﬂexibility is, on average, welfare reducing. By raising domestic prices, ﬂexibility provisions result in a net loss in consumer welfare. However, from the point of view of import-competing ﬁrms, higher prices mean a greater likelihood of survival and the protection of jobs in threatened industries. 7 Complementary research ﬁnds that the enforcement of ﬂexibility is not necessary to enjoy its beneﬁts. The adoption of domestic AD laws, under certain circumstances, is suﬃcient to deter noncompetitive policies by trade partners (Blonigen and Bown, 2003). 8 Statement of the Australian Industry Group (AIG) available online (accessed April 20, 2012) at http:// www.aigroup.com.au/trade/anti_dumping/
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Similar sentiments have been expressed by a variety of import-competing industries around the world.9 These ﬁrms’ eﬀorts demonstrate that import-competitors recognize the insurance ﬂexibility provides and actively lobby their government for more ﬂexible PTAs. The beneﬁts import-competitors accrue from ﬂexibility, however, come at the expense of the export-dependent sector. Escape clauses disadvantage exporters in at least three ways. First, ﬂexibility permits the introduction of new entry barriers, partially closing oﬀ economies that were previously committed to liberalization. This reduced market access is always suboptimal for ﬁrms that depend on free trade. Second, enforcing a given PTA’s ﬂexibility is rarely a “one-oﬀ” decision (Prusa, 2001). Rather, the initial enforcement of a ﬂexibility provision often signals a greater propensity for future use (Anderson, 1993; Prusa and Skeath, 2002). Third, ﬂexibility can actually generate risk for exporters. As Mansﬁeld and Reinhardt (2008a) emphasize, price volatility often derives from opportunistic policy shifts by individual trade partners. Imposing new trade barriers can alter the market price of goods, creating greater uncertainty in the trade ties between states (Bagwell and Staiger, 2006). Given the costs associated with ﬂexibility, export-dependent ﬁrms have strong incentives to lobby for rigid rules. “Rigid” agreements limit the amount of discretion members have by placing ﬁnite constraints on ﬂexibility use. Common constraints include restrictions on the goods (or countries) that can be targeted by an action, the burden of proof states must meet before an action is authorized, and limits on the size and duration of time any new entry barriers. Each of these constraints is designed to reduce the likelihood that states renege arbitrarily on their liberalizing commitments. By reducing the probability that trade partners shirk their contractual obligations, rigid agreements reduce the likelihood that export-dependent ﬁrms face unpredictable ﬂuctuations in the prices caused by key trade partners’ policy shifts. Instances of export-dependent industries lobbying for more rigid rules are commonplace. The comments of the US poultry industry summarize the incentives exportdependent ﬁrms have to lobby against ﬂexibility: “…[US poultry] has become a victim, and one of the reasons this has occurred, and this is no secret, is that the predominant user of US anti-dumping is our steel industry. And the steel industry doesn’t export [a lot], so they use these procedures often with reckless abandon. Often, other countries have suﬀered because of this overuse, and their own industries have learned to be just as aggressive with their anti-dumping laws … so those US industries that do export, like poultry and other agricultural commodities, have become vulnerable to attack.”10.



Statements like these show that domestic producers care about more than the absolute levels of liberalization to which their governments commit. They also have strong incentives to lobby for their preferred rules. This is because the amount of risk facing ﬁrms is not purely exogenous; it is determined by the design of PTA rules. By permit9 Among the high proﬁle eﬀorts currently under way are those led by farmers in Southeast Asia (see the public statements made by the Asian Farmer’s Association for Sustainable Development) and household appliance manufacturers in India (Economic Times, January 1, 2008). Both of these groups are concerned that impending trade agreements with the West are going to severely endanger domestic producers without avenues for escape. 10 James Summer, The Antidumping Epidemic, CATO Institute Policy Forum, October 30, 2001
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ting escape, ﬂexible agreements beneﬁt import-competing ﬁrms that seek insulation from global markets. When governments shirk, however, it generates costs for exporters, who instead prefer rigid PTAs – agreements that heavily constrain (or entirely prohibit) opportunities for escape. One possible objection to the preferences outlined here is that exporters beneﬁt from ﬂexible rules since it makes agreement formation more likely. I have provided a number of reasons for why ﬂexibility is costly for exporters and why ﬂexible contracts are a suboptimal outcome. However, it is certainly true that, at least in the WTO context, ﬂexibility has been associated with deeper cooperation. Thus, one can feasibly argue that exporters ought to agree happily to ﬂexible terms if it means getting an agreement. I leave this as an open empirical question for now. 1.2



International Bargaining: The Role of Market Power



The sectors model provides clear predictions about the preferences of sub-national actors. All else equal, we should expect the following preferences-based hypothesis to hold: more export-dependent (import-competing) markets enter into more rigid (ﬂexible) PTAs. However, governments negotiate PTAs, not ﬁrms. Given that governments are likely to come to the negotiating table with diverging demands, states may not always be able to secure terms palatable for their domestic producers. Thus, preferences are no guarantee of outcomes. We have to ﬁrst theorize about the distribution of bargaining strength between states before we can predict the types of agreements states form. I argue that the likelihood a state secures favorable rules depends crucially on its market power. Market power gives states greater leverage at the bargaining table. The main reason is that the beneﬁts of PTA membership are distributed asymmetrically across large and small economies. Smaller states have comparatively more to gain from securing access to larger markets. One can imagine that the EU has less to gain from their PTAs with states like Morocco and Chile because it is less dependent on trade with these states, on average.11 Conversely, small states stand to beneﬁt greatly from securing new access to larger markets. As a result, large markets can use this imbalance in material incentives as leverage during negotiations. Previous literature shows that states with market power are in a better position to secure their preferred agreement terms. In the context of the GATT/WTO, large markets were chieﬂy responsible for the shaping the norms that govern the agreement (Finlayson and Zacher, 1981).12 Similar dynamics apply to PTAs; larger economies ought to be more likely to secure terms that reﬂect the preferences of their domestic markets. Hypothesis 1. States with predominately import-competing (export-dependent) economies enter into more ﬂexible (rigid) PTAs as their relative market power increases.



11 Market power is traditionally thought of as something enjoyed only by a few highly developed economies. However, it is important to note that, in the context of PTA negotiations, comparatively small states on the global stage can still hold market power in particular goods over their principal trade partners (Bagwell and Staiger, 2006). Thus, we can safely assume that market power is at play in every PTA negotiation. 12 Not coincidentally, the material beneﬁts of membership are also tied to market power (Gowa and Kim, 2005).
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2. DATA AND VARIABLES



I test the validity of my hypothesis using new data on PTA design. I construct a country-agreement dataset with one observation per country i in PTA j in the year t, where t is the ﬁrst year of each country’s membership in an agreement. Note that I restrict the sample to agreements that have entered into force. This includes agreements that have since dissolved but excludes PTA currently being negotiated and those that were signed but never ratiﬁed. The data include 330 PTAs.13 2.1



Measuring PTA Design



One of this article principal challenges is devising a valid measure of design. I conceptualize design as a one-dimensional policy space ranging from fully ﬂexible at one extreme to highly rigid at the other. Each PTA’s position along this spectrum is determined by how heavily it regulates use of ﬂexibility provisions. “Flexible” agreements can be thought of as those that grant members more discretion over their decisions to escape. I measure a variety of speciﬁc rules and regulations relating to the use of each provision. The three principal escape clauses in trade agreements are safeguards (SG), AD, and countervailing duties (CVD).14 PTA exhibits wide variation over how tightly regulated these provisions are. To measure this variation, I create an index based on a dichotomous coding of the presence (or absence) of individual rules governing the use of SG, AD, and CVD. Note that several alternatives to this coding strategy are available. One could simply record whether an agreement includes any mention of the three main escape clauses. However, this method misses a great deal of substantively meaningful variation within each provision. For example, the SG clause in the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) contains only one explicit constraint on SG use – it limits the length of time that a measure may be enforced. In contrast, ASEAN’s agreement with China heavily regulates SG by specifying a process for authorization, limiting the size of the entry barrier that can be imposed, and enumerating the states and goods that are eligible targeting. The agreement between ASEAN and China limits members’ discretion much more than COMESA. A simple coding of whether any SG provision is included in the text overlooks these diﬀerences. Another option is to create a weighted index. It is probably true that some rules grant “more ﬂexibility” than others. For example, AD is used much more frequently than any other escape clause. The proliferation of AD use may justify weighting its rules more heavily in an index of PTA design. However, assigning weights raises more 13 My principal source of information on the PTAs and their current status is the WTO’s Regional Trade Agreement Database. This source restricts my sample to fewer PTAs than found in some other datasets. For example, data oﬀered by Baccini et al. (2012) include more than 550 agreements. At the time of coding I restricted my sample to the WTO database for several reasons. First, that data cover agreements between the world’s largest markets and, by extension, where the material “stakes” highest. Second, determining whether an agreement enters into force is straightforward when using the WTO data. The sample includes only PTAs that have entered into force, which I use as prima facie evidence that the states’ commitments were credible (as opposed to signing agreements that they have no intention of ratifying). Third, given the proportion of the world’s economies that are WTO members it is not clear why we might predict the results to be diﬀerent given another sample. 14 These three provisions are not the only opportunities for escape available to states in many agreements. However, they are the most frequently used policy mechanisms and have received the greatest amount of academic attention.
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questions than it answers. It is diﬃcult to say precisely how much more the rules relating to AD ought to be weighted (especially when attempting to assign weights that are not endogenous to the provision’s use). One viable alternative is conducting a factor analysis, which I discuss below. In light of these issues, I rely on an un-weighted index of rules relating to ﬂexibility. 2.2



Identifying the Rules



I select rules based on three essential qualities: (1) whether they establish any mechanism for oversight of ﬂexibility use; (2) whether they specify a minimum burden of proof that must be met before escape is permitted; and (3) whether they limit the severity of any actions taken. First, it is important to know whether escape is monitored since ad hoc, unilateral defection ought to be less frequent when it is easier to identify. Speciﬁc forms of oversight vary. They may include requiring the membership (or a dedicated committee) to conduct an investigation before any actions are authorized. They may also include specifying whether escape is eligible for arbitration under the agreement’s dispute settlement mechanism. In both cases, monitoring the use of ﬂexibility represents an important check on abuse of the system by introducing non-zero costs for escape – i. e., either needing to conduct an investigation or risking costly litigation ex post. I code each agreement for whether an investigation is required prior to authorization and whether uses of escape clauses are eligible for dispute. Second, oversight is only an initial step in regulating escape. It is also important to know whether agreements specify the burden of proof members must meet before ﬂexibility use is allowed. A few PTAs go as far as stipulating the market share that must be adversely aﬀected before any new entry barriers are authorized. However, rules like these are comparatively rare. PTAs can be distinguished best from one another based on whether they require states to show material injury. Most PTAs (and indeed the WTO text) require only that states demonstrate the threat of injury. A tougher standard is coding whether actual material injury must be demonstrated. Third, and perhaps most importantly, we want to know whether agreements place limits on the severity of any new entry barriers erected under the ﬂexibility system. Most trade institutions do not write states blank checks when ﬂexibility use is authorized. Rather, agreements typically specify the boundaries within which escape is legally permissible. The primary constraints are limits on the size and duration of any entry barriers. Both limits are designed to prohibit excessive use of the system by deterring states from using ﬂexibility as a substitute for traditional tariﬀ measures. I code each PTA’s SG, AD, and CVD provisions separately for whether they include a limit on the size of the entry barrier and/or on the time the barrier can be implemented. All ﬁve of these rules are selected either because they introduce costs for using ﬂexibility – such as the risk of litigation – or because they limit the circumstance in which ﬂexibility is sanctioned. Thus, PTA rigidity increases in the inclusion of these rules. 2.3



Coding Agreements



Based on these criteria, I code a total of ﬁfteen individual features – ﬁve rules relating to three separate escape clauses – of each PTA’s ﬂexibility system. The full list is presented in Table 1. Each rule is coded dichotomously corresponding to its presence © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Flexibility Provision Safeguards Investigation is required for authorization Safeguards are eligible for dispute settlement State must demonstrate injury Limit on size of safeguard (SG) measure Limit on duration of SG measure Anti-dumping (AD) Investigation is required for authorization AD eligible for dispute settlement State must demonstrate injury Limit on size of AD measure Limit on duration of AD measure Countervailing duties (CVD) Investigation is required for authorization CVD eligible for dispute settlement State must demonstrate injury Limit on size of CVD measure Limit on duration of CVD measure



(“1”) or absence (“0”) in the text. Consider some examples of the how the coding scheme. The SG provisions in Spain’s 1970 PTA with the EU read as follows: “If serious disturbances occur in a sector of the economic activity of the Community or of one or more of the member States, or threaten their external ﬁnancial stability, or if diﬃculties arise that have the eﬀect of altering the economic situation of any area of the Community, the latter may take or authorize the member State or States concerned to take the necessary safeguard measures… The [safeguards] measures selected must as a matter of priority be those causing the least possible disturbance in the functioning of the regime established by the Agreement. Those measures must not exceed what is strictly necessary to remedy the diﬃculties which have arisen.”15



This passage represents a comparatively ﬂexible SG provision. The agreement does not clearly specify the nature of any investigation required to authorize escape. Nor does it state that instances of escape are eligible for dispute settlement. Moreover, it fails to state clear limits on the size or duration of any measures, simply saying that any entry barriers “must not exceed what is strictly necessary.” The agreement only goes on to specify the burden of proof that must be met before escape is permitted (+1). The EU-Spain PTA therefore receives 1 out of a possible 5 points for its SG provision. For an example of more rigid language contrast the EU-Spain SG clause with the one found in the agreement between Chile and India, which includes six pages of detailed rules relating to “Preferential Safeguard Measures” (Annex D of the text). The Chile-India agreement states that an investigation must be conducted (+1). However, it also stipulates that members need only demonstrate the threat of injury (+0). Demonstrating the threat of injury represents a low burden of proof in my coding but the agreement goes on to set speciﬁc limits on the duration and magnitude of SG 15



Part I, Article 11, Agreement between the European Economic Community and Spain.
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Distribution of Rigidityij scores.



actions taken. Article 5 states that, “the total period of application of a preferential safeguard measure shall not exceed two years” (+1) and Article 4 states that, “preferential safeguard measures, during the ﬁrst year of its imposition, shall not apply to a quantity equal to that imported during the twelve months prior to the period for which serious injury was determined plus 10%” (+1). Finally, the annex on SG is ambiguous about whether actions of eligible for dispute (+0). This agreement therefore receives a 3 out of 5 possible points, representing a more rigid clause. Each PTA is coded in a similar manner and then the scores for all 15 rules are summed into one 16-point (0–15, inclusive) index called Rigidityij where higher scores represent more rigid contracts. Figure 1 shows the frequency of scores across the 16point range. The multi-modal distribution illustrates that there is indeed signiﬁcant variation. The sharp spike at the value of 7 can be explained by the strong similarities exhibited by agreements involving the EU (I show in the analysis that EU agreements are not driving the results.). Finally, note that the design score is member-speciﬁc. Each agreement is coded for every individual state rather than for the whole PTA membership. In practice, many agreements apply the same rules to all parties but in some instances speciﬁc opportunities for escape are granted to individual members (typically developing countries).16 2.4



Independent Variables



The theory focuses on the diverging preferences between domestic producer groups as well as the international factors that shape how those preferences get translated into policy. There are two measures required to test the hypotheses: (1) the sector composition of the domestic market and (2) each state’s relative market power. I operationalize sector composition by constructing a measure of each market’s net trade position. To measure the size of the export-dependent sector I start with bilat-



16 This also accounts for why it would be inappropriate to use a PTA-level unit of analysis since it would miss the variation in rules (where it exists) within PTAs.
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eral trade data at the 3-digit level provided by the United Nations’ COMTRADE database.17 I sum the total value of exports that state i sends to its partners in PTA j.18 Creating a comparable indicator of import competition is more complex. Some percentage of every market’s total volume of imports is composed of intra-industry trade. This portion must be subtracted from the total import volume for two reasons. First, including intra-industry trade overstates the true amount of import competition to which each market is exposed. Second, intra-industry trade, by deﬁnition, is conducted by internationalized ﬁrms that have preferences opposed to purely import-competing ﬁrms. While there are no perfect measures of intra-industry trade, economists have devised useful substitutes. One common measure takes the following standard form: Zk ¼



jxk  mk j xk þ mk



where x and m represent the exports and imports of industry k. This measure is designed to indicate whether trade in a particular good is comparatively “balanced” – i.e., Zk approaches 0 as volumes of imports and exports are relatively equal in size.19 The measure provides a useful indicator of whether a country exports a signiﬁcant portion of the same goods that it imports, which is precisely the amount of intraindustry trade that needs to be subtracted from total imports to get a measure of import penetration. Starting again with COMTRADE’s bilateral trade data, I calculate Zk for every good at the 3-digit commodity level for every PTA member. I then multiply Zk by mk, the total volume of imports for each good.20 The resulting product is a measure of commodity-speciﬁc imports that is “weighted” by the amount of intra-industry trade Zk. In eﬀect, goods in which there is a lot of intra-industry trade are weighted less than others. The total volume of import-competing trade can then be summed across each state i within each PTA j to create an adjusted measure of import penetration. I take the diﬀerence between each state’s exports and corrected import penetration, divide by GDP, and then multiply 100 to produce a measure of sector composition:  NetXij ¼



Exportsij  Importsij GDPi



  100



This measure increases in the relative predominance of the export-dependent sector. The sector composition of the domestic market helps determine whether states demand relatively more ﬂexible or rigid PTA terms. However, governments vary in their ability to secure favorable deals. The theory posits that negotiating leverage increases when states enjoy market power over their trade partners. To create a measure of market power I rely on the size of state i’s economy relative to the rest of the 17



Starting with product-level data are necessary because of the corrections that must be made to import ﬂows (see below). 18 All measures are adjusted for constant year 2000 US dollars. 19 Marvel and Ray (1987) provide a full explanation of the measure. 20 Multiplying each volume of imports for each good by 1Zk eﬀectively eliminates those goods in which a lot of intra-industry trade is conducted. This is because 1Zk approaches zero as export volumes approach imports. This strategy therefore essentially “weights” each product by 1Zk.
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membership in PTA j. I divide each state’s GDP by the total GDP of the PTA members, which yields the percentage of the total PTA j’s GDP accounted for state i (Market Powerij). Since the hypothesis predicts an interactive eﬀect between sector composition and market power, I multiply the measure of export-dependence NetXij by Market Powerij. I predict that Rigidityij increases in NetXij 9 Market Powerij because higher values represent states that are increasingly export-dependent and have the market power required to bargain eﬀectively for rigid contracts. Note that the variable NetXij implicitly assumes that the interests of both sectors are weighted evenly. This simplifying assumption has a downside: the size of a sector may not translate directly into political inﬂuence. Industries are known to vary in their lobbying strength. However, sector size is a useful measure for several reasons. To start with, the amount of resources producer groups have available to lobby is likely to increase in their size. Moreover, these groups’ material incentives to lobby ought to likewise increase in their size (Drope and Hansen, 2006). Finally, no measures of cross-national variation in lobbying strength at the ﬁrm- or sector-level are available. Possible alternatives either do not allow for diﬀerentiation between sectors (e.g., levels of unionization or collective bargaining arrangements) or they are simply not available for a suﬃciently large sample (e.g., geographic concentration of industries). One possible alternative is to look at the role played by domestic political institutions. While we cannot observe the exact strength of each producer’s lobby we do know that certain institutional contexts predispose the policymaking process toward liberalization (e.g., Ehrlich, 2007; McGillivray, 1997; Nielson, 2003). In the interest of space and parsimony I do not explore this relationship. As a ﬁrst cut, I show that the results are consistent across regime types. Nevertheless, a fuller account of domestic bargaining presents a promising area for future research (see below). 2.5



Control Variables



I include controls for several confounding factors. First, I expect that the design of states’ previous PTAs to heavily inﬂuence their subsequent commitments. I include a measure of the trade-weighted average design score of the PTA membership’s previous agreements. This measure, Previous Rigidityij, should be positively correlated with Rigidityij if there is, in fact, contagion/path dependency in design. I also include several predictors of PTA formation that likewise aﬀect design outcomes. For example, democracies are more likely to enter into PTAs (Mansﬁeld et al., 2000). Democratic states may commit to more rigid rules as a result of their willingness to cooperate more in the international arena. Moreover, states emerging from democratic transitions may use PTAs as a way to signal a credible commitment to market openness.21 I include two measures of regime type. The ﬁrst measure, Democracyi, is a dichotomous indicator of whether a state is a democratic regime. In light of previous ﬁndings, democracies ought to make more rigid commitments all else equal. The second measure, Transitioni, is a dichotomous indicator of whether state i has undergone a transition from autocracy to democracy at any point in the 5 years pre-



21 See Fernandez and Portes (1998) for a discussion of the emerging wave of PTAs in the transitioning economies of Central and Eastern Europe.
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ceding PTA formation. New democracies ought to make more rigid commitments if it is true that PTAs signal credibility. In addition, my theory predicts that the incentives of ﬁrms to lobby over PTA design ought to be greater in those states that are exposed to a larger amount of risk. I include the year-to-year volatility in levels of total trade ﬂows among the PTA membership. The measure, Volatilityi, assumes the following form (Mansﬁeld and Reinhardt, 2008a): AbsðD Total TradeÞij ¼ j ln Total Tradeijt  ln Total Tradeijt1 j Finally, I include two controls for features of the domestic market not central to my theory but likely to inﬂuence PTA design. The ﬁrst is Incomei, which is the log of per capita income. Wealthier states are better equipped to withstand global market risk. It is comparatively easier for these states to make more rigid international commitments. The other measure is Diversificationi, which is a Herﬁndahl index of each state’s exports to the members to their PTAs. Like wealthy states, those with more diverse export portfolios should be less vulnerable to global market risk. Producing a wide variety of goods means that volatility in the price of any individual product has less of an eﬀect on overall welfare (Hirsch and Lev 1971). Further controls are explored in the robustness section. 3.



ANALYSIS AND RESULTS



In this section, I test the eﬀects of sector composition and market power on PTA design outcomes. I ﬁnd strong support for the hypothesis. States with (relative) market power are much more likely to enter into agreements that match the interests of their domestic producers. 3.1



Baseline Results



I rely on ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation in the baseline analyses.23 Breusch– Pagan tests reveal the presence of heteroskeadasticity. As a result, the baseline tests use robust standard errors.24 Models 1 and 2 present the baseline estimates of how sector composition and market power aﬀect design outcomes. The results are reported in Table 2. Model 1 provides a good overall ﬁt to the data (R2 = 0.30) and there is no evidence of multicollinearity among the covariates (VIF = 1.64). The control variables behave largely as expected; democracies and richer nations enter into agreements that more tightly bind members’ hands to their liberalizing commitments. These two ﬁndings accord with existing knowledge about the determinants of PTA formation. Moreover, the design of previous agreements exerts a strong inﬂuence, which suggests there is strong contagion in design outcomes. Democratizing states – i.e., states going through a transition period – enter into signiﬁcantly more ﬂexible agreements, rather than more rigid ones. This ﬁnding could be an artifact of the need to aid transitions to lib22



Both regime type measures are taken from recent data by Cheibub et al. (2009). Since the dependent variable is an index score an argument can be made that a limited dependent variable approach is required. However, using an ordered probit estimator does not change the results. 24 There is also good reason to correct the standard errors by clustering by PTA, which I include in the robustness testing. 23
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Variables NetXij



RESULTS



(1) Rigidityij 6.246*** (1.817)



Exportsij Importsij GDPSHAREij NetXij 9 GDPSHAREij



0.011*** (0.003) 0.096*** (0.031)



Exportsij 9 GDPSHAREij Importsij 9 GDPSHAREij Democracyi Transitioni Per capitai Previous Rigidityj Diversificationi Volatilityij Constant Observations R2



(2) Rigidityij



2.247*** (0.390) 1.803*** (0.419) 0.532*** (0.097) 0.288*** (0.017) 0.136 (0.511) 0.264 (0.708) 0.734 (0.780) 1,469 0.30



7.650*** (1.986) 5.638*** (1.945) 0.013*** (0.003)



0.114*** (0.033) 0.090** (0.036) 2.187*** (0.391) 1.795*** (0.419) 0.557*** (0.098) 0.285*** (0.017) 0.017 (0.523) 0.400 (0.732) 0.698 (0.782) 1,469 0.295



Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p < 0.01. **p < 0.05. *p < 0.1.



eralization through providing ample opportunity to escape. In addition, many of the former Soviet states, for example, were members of “shallow” PTAs in the early 2000s, which may be aﬀecting the relationship between new democracies and rigidity (see below). The coeﬃcients on these controls provide some initial support for the validity of the model speciﬁcation. Turning to the explanatory variables, the estimates oﬀer strong support for the hypothesis. The positive and signiﬁcant coeﬃcient on the interaction term suggests that more export-dependent markets enter into rigid contracts as their market power increases. Before looking at the substantive eﬀects, note the negative coeﬃcient on the measure of sector composition NetXij. The negative sign is in line with the theoretical prediction. The coeﬃcient on NetXij represents the eﬀect of sector composition when relative market power is zero – i.e., when state i’s PTA partners hold maximum sway over the terms of the agreement. Due to the construction of NetXij, we can assume that the members of PTA j have preferences that oppose those of state i. Net export© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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dependence is measured based on the trade relationships among the PTA membership. As a result, country i’s export-dependence increases its trade partners’ import-competition. The state of the world reﬂected in the coeﬃcient estimate on NetXij is one in which state i faces trade partners that are (a) more import-competing and (b) more powerful. The expected result is, therefore, more ﬂexible agreements. Model 1’s substantive eﬀects are graphed in Figure 2. As predicted, PTA rigidity is negatively correlated with market power for import-competing economies.25 At the minimum value of market power, the predicted PTA design outcome is 10.79. [8.97, 12.60].26 At the maximum of market power, where states ought to enjoy the most leverage in PTA negotiations, the predicted outcome is 4.75 [2.77, 6.72]. This 6-point reduction in PTA rigidity reveals that import-competing markets enter into signiﬁcantly more ﬂexible PTAs as their leverage at the international bargaining table increases. Export-dependent markets, on the contrary, prefer to enter into more rigid PTAs. As market power increases, export-dependent economies form PTAs that are 45% more rigid. Moving from the minimum to the maximum market power results in a 3.6-point boost from 4.50 [2.70, 6.31] to 8.17 [6.35, 9.98]. The diﬀerence between the two economies is signiﬁcant across values of market power ranging from 0 to 45 and 92 to 100. This range includes 69% of the observations in the sample. Model 2 separates NetXij into its component parts Importsij and Exportsij. The combined variable NetXij is easier to interpret but it may obscure the independent eﬀects 25



Import-competing and export-dependent markets are deﬁned by the 10th and 90th percentile values of NetXij, respectively. 26 Brackets report a 95% conﬁdence interval.
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of each traded sector on design outcomes.27 Model 2 investigates whether the results vary when the sectors are tested independently. The estimates from this disaggregated speciﬁcation are consistent with Model 1. Over the statistically signiﬁcant range – in this case, values of market power from 0 to 48 – shifts in relative market power precipitate roughly 4-point shifts in design outcomes. Import-competing markets get signiﬁcantly more ﬂexible terms (a shift from 12.23 [9.29, 15.17] to 8.32 [6.72, 10.03]) while export-dependent markets get more rigid deals (from 1.83 [1.15, 4.81] to 5.32 [3.84, 6.70]). To put these results in perspective, the average AD provision received a design score of 3.01 across the entire sample. The predicted changes generated by Models 1 and 2 are therefore roughly equivalent to the omission (or addition) of a typical AD provision to the legal text of the agreement. The results from both estimations show that states represent their domestic producers’ interests in a manner that is consistent with the risk-based predictions of the sectors model. Import-competitors prefer PTAs that permit escape while exporters prefer to insulate themselves from the costs of ﬂexibility use. These preferences are revealed by how states behave when they enjoy leverage during interstate negotiations. As their relative market power increases, governments are in a better position to inﬂuence the terms of PTA contracts. The results show that import-competing (export-dependent) markets enter systematically into more ﬂexible (rigid) contracts when they enjoy market power. 3.2



Alternative Design Measures



As noted above, there are a variety of ways to code PTA rigidity. The baseline analysis relies on a 16-point index that sums features of the agreement text across the three principal ﬂexibility provisions – SG, AD, and CVD. One drawback of this approach is that it masks how well sector composition and market power explain each design feature individually. It may be the case that some ﬂexibility provisions are more important politically and, consequently, activate domestic producers’ preferences in diﬀerent ways. For example, AD is by far the most frequently used escape clause (outpacing SG by nearly ten-to-one). Therefore, AD provisions are likely to attract a great deal of scrutiny during negotiations as a result. In Models 3–5, I split Rigidityij into its three component parts and retest the core hypothesis on each provision. Note that the dependent variables are now all 6-point scales ranging from 0 to 5 so I rely on an ordered probit estimator rather than OLS. Table 3 reports the results of these estimations. Each model perform well. Sector composition and market power explain a signiﬁcant portion of the variation in design when testing provisions separately, including AD. These results are not driven by high correlations across the three separate variables. If the portions of Rigidityij that account for SG, AD, and CVD were highly correlated then Models 3–5 would merely pick up the same underlying dimension and the consistent results would be both unsurprising and uninformative. However, the correlations between separate indexes do not exceed 47% and average 36%.28 These three indexes 27 An additional advantage to using NetXij is that it avoids the tremendous amount of collinearity introduced into the model when adding separate indicators for each sector (and their interactions). 28 The correlations between the provisions are as follows: SG and AD are correlated at 48%; SG and CVD at 32%; AD and CVD at 29%.
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TABLE 3 ALTERNATIVE DVS



Variables NetXij GDPSHAREij NetXij 9 GDPSHAREij Democracyi Transitioni Per capitai Previous Rigidityj Diversificationi Volatilityij



(3) O. Probit Safeguardsij 1.156* (0.644) 0.005*** (0.001) 0.033*** (0.011) 0.806*** (0.132) 0.430*** (0.124) 0.149*** (0.033) 0.078*** (0.006) 0.389** (0.157) 0.641*** (0.207)



(4) O. Probit ADij



(5) O. Probit CVDij



(6) O. Probit Simpliﬁedij



1.931*** (0.634) 0.005*** (0.001) 0.033*** (0.011) 0.963*** (0.156) 0.004 (0.250) 0.007 (0.039) 0.048*** (0.005) 0.456** (0.185) 0.074 (0.266)



2.548*** (0.666) 0.003** (0.001) 0.028** (0.012) 0.293** (0.135) 0.842*** (0.274) 0.060 (0.037) 0.064*** (0.007) 0.625*** (0.188) 0.327 (0.296)



2.417*** (0.669) 0.003** (0.001) 0.027** (0.012) 0.312** (0.134) 0.870*** (0.270) 0.054 (0.036) 0.057*** (0.007) 0.521*** (0.183) 0.364 (0.295)



Constant Observations R2



1,434 0.1



1,434 0.08



(7) OLS Factors Analysis 1.425*** (0.468) 0.003*** (0.001) 0.022*** (0.007) 0.371*** (0.094) 0.366*** (0.109) 0.077*** (0.024) 0.068*** (0.004) 0.230* (0.124) 0.018 (0.190) 0.177 (0.203)



1,442 0.239



Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p < 0.01. **p < 0.05. *p < 0.1.



are therefore not capturing precisely the same elements of design and are, instead, representing unique features of agreements about which domestic producers (and their governments) care. While the three ﬂexibility provisions measured in this article do not appear to be highly correlated there is still the possibility that relying on 15 design features artiﬁcially inﬂates the index Rigidityij. The theoretical motivations for the selection of components are explained above. However, I test two further speciﬁcations of the dependent variable. First, I constructed a reduced form measure that simply ﬂags whether an agreement includes any reference to regulating SG, AD, or CVD (Simplifiedij). I have argued that this approach misses the variation present within the construction of each provision. However, it provides a useful check on whether producers’ preferences are activated by the inclusion of any ﬂexibility system (Model 6 in Table 3). Second, Models 1–6 all rely on simple counts. An alternative to these additive measures is factor analysis, which helps identify the rules to include in the index (or, more precisely, how much to weight each rule). Factor analysis is adopted in related work on design (Baccini et al., 2012) and it oﬀers one way to reﬁne measures that include highly correlated components. There are a variety of ways to utilize factor analysis. Most commonly, it generates a weighted index whereby each individual component of an index is multiplied by a fac© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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tor score and then summed into one value. To this end, I ran an explanatory factor analysis and extracted one factor.29 I then created a weighted measure by adding the products of each individual component and its factor score. Some authors recommend excluding variables above a certain uniqueness score – e.g., 0.7 – when recalibrating the index (Baccini et al., 2012; Costello and Osborne, 2005). I follow this advice and the results are consistent with or without these components included. The factorsbased measure does not change the core results (Model 7 in Table 3). In light of these ﬁndings, I am conﬁdent the dependent variable is a valid indicator of design and that the estimates are not an artifact of variable construction.30 3.3



Additional Robustness Checks



The baseline results are robust to various reformulations of the dependent variable. I now explore several sampling restrictions and alternative model speciﬁcations. In interest of space I omit most of these results but they are available on request. First, regional contagion is prevalent in PTA design outcomes. In particular, postSoviet states share terms that are strikingly similar.31 I ran models using regional dummies – which were collectively signiﬁcant – and using samples that excluded the large number of post-Soviet agreements (about 300 observations). As mentioned above, these economies are likely driving the result that transitioning regimes get more ﬂexible deals. The results were consistent with Model 1 in both cases. The baseline estimates are also consistent when eliminating agreements with the EU and when restricting the analysis to bilateral PTAs. The EU has (or had) a large number of PTAs with former colonies and potential new members. Both historical ties and potential accession could imply that other factors supersede producer preferences in the EU context. However, their strong presence in the sample does not appear to be driving the results.32 I also looked closer at the relationship between PTAs and the WTO. PTAs in the last 15 years are much more sophisticated in their legal architecture and, on average, signiﬁcantly more demanding in their levels of trade concessions. As a result, the “stakes” are higher in these newer agreements than they were during the GATT years. Just as importantly, there is a pattern emerging in which new PTAs



29 There is no strict rule about the number of factors to extract. One option is to look at eigenvalues and select the number of factors with scores over 1. However, this is not best practice (Costello and Osborne, 2005). Since I only have 15 components and I am trying to measure one distinct concept I chose one factor. A scree test of the eigenvalues supports this decision and I did not ﬁnd diﬀerent results when extracting two factors. 30 Baccini et al. (2012) also utilize ﬁne-grained data on the length of time PTA members have to transition toward liberalization. However, these transition periods are largely ﬁxed once an agreement enters into force. In this article I focus only on those ﬂexibility provisions that can be utilized ex post during “hard times.” 31 A large number of post-Soviet economies had bilateral agreements with one another at some point in the early 2000s. These agreements are nearly carbon copies of one another; they ask very little in terms of trade concessions and specify comparatively few legal obligations. However, it is unsurprising that these agreements appear “shallow” since these states only had to reiterate economic ties that were still place from the Soviet era. 32 A related problem is the lack of independence between the observations for each PTA. The baseline equations employed robust standard errors to combat problems of heteroskedasticity. Clustering the standard errors by each PTA may be more appropriate given this issue of interdependence. Using this clustering technique does not change the substantive interpretation of the results though it unsurprisingly aﬀects levels of signiﬁcance.
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Variables NetXij GDPSHAREij NetXij 9 GDPSHAREij Per capitai Previous Rigidityj Diversificationi Volatilityij Constant Observations R2
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RESTRICTIONS



(8) Democracies OLS Rigidityij



(9) Autocracies OLS Rigidityij



6.098** (2.479) 0.013*** (0.003) 0.099** (0.040) 0.863*** (0.102) 0.258*** (0.017) 1.267** (0.612) 1.130 (0.780) 1.229 (0.960) 1,252 0.222



5.502** (2.215) 0.012 (0.016) 0.126* (0.066) 0.608*** (0.172) 0.662*** (0.061) 2.733*** (0.878) 2.102* (1.194) 6.572*** (1.374) 217 0.421



Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p < 0.01. **p < 0.05. *p < 0.1.



are increasingly likely to adopt some of the WTO’s rules relating to ﬂexibility.33 However, running models on samples only from the WTO-era or that include only WTO member states does not change the baseline estimates. My theory does not predict that the dynamics should be diﬀerent across regime types. Domestic producers ought to have strong preferences over PTA design regardless of their domestic institutional contexts. The baseline analysis already controls for whether state i is a democracy. I now split the sample to see whether the results hold for both regime types (Model 8 for democracies and Model 9 for autocracies). The results are reported in Table 4. Note that the results are slightly weaker for autocratic regimes. The disparity between regime types is a product of several factors. First, the sample is much smaller for autocratic regimes, which is unsurprising given previous evidence on the relationship between regime type and PTA formation. Second, it is likely true that producers’ access to policymaking varies hugely within the sample of autocratic regimes. Further exploration into these dynamics lies outside the purview of this article. However, a deeper understanding on how political institutions aﬀect PTA design outcomes would help illuminate the domestic competition over design outcomes. I return to this point in the conclusion. 33 There is still a great deal of variation on this front. Roughly 70% of agreements formed in the last decade adopt some of the WTO’s ﬂexibility system. However, only 8% of those agreements adopt the WTO rules fully and the remaining agreements are divided on whether they are more or less stringent in their governance of escape. Thus, important diﬀerences still remain as PTA designers are careful to construct rules tailored more speciﬁcally to their members.
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Variables NetXij GDPSHAREij NetXij 9 GDPSHAREij Democracyi Transitioni Per capitai Previous Rigidityj Diversificationi Volatilityij Log membersj



CONTROLS



(10) OLS Rigidityij



(11) OLS Rigidityij



(12) OLS Rigidityij



6.232*** (1.825) 0.011*** (0.003) 0.096*** (0.032) 2.243*** (0.395) 1.800*** (0.419) 0.535*** (0.104) 0.288*** (0.017) 0.140 (0.513) 0.271 (0.711) 0.013 (0.100)



6.276*** (1.821) 0.011*** (0.003) 0.097*** (0.032) 2.272*** (0.398) 1.826*** (0 424) 0.512*** (0.108) 0.290*** (0.017) 0.130 (0.511) 0.244 (0.708)



6.579*** (1.818) 0.011*** (0.003) 0.098*** (0.032) 2.315*** (0.402) 1.848*** (0.426) 0.486*** (0.107) 0.288*** (0.017) 0.167 (0.511) 0.244 (0.701)



0.130 (0.282)



Bilateralj Income Heterogeneityj Constant Observations R2



0.732 (0.780) 1,469 0.294



0.580 (0.862) 1,469 0.294



0.810 (0.610) 1.091 (0.802) 1,450 0.294



Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p < 0.01. **p < 0.05. *p < 0.1.



I rely on market power to determine whether a state is capable of securing terms favorable to its producers. This part of the theory relies on the assumption that small states have relatively more to gain from entering into a PTA with large ones. However, large states may have already granted preferential market access to smaller markets via unilateral concessions – e.g., the generalized system of preferences (GSP). Small markets may have also bolstered their market power through previous commitments with large states. In either case, large markets may not have much else to oﬀer and the role of market power may be attenuated. I added controls for whether a state is a member of the Global System of Trade Preferences among Developing Countries and for whether a state has a previous PTA with an OECD member. Neither of these additions changes the core results. There are a number of additional controls worth investigating (see Table 5). Several characteristics of the agreement membership may impact design. To begin with, ﬂexibility may increase in membership size because of the diﬃculties associated with reaching compromise among larger numbers of actors (regardless of domestic producers’ © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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preferences). I included a measure of the logged number of members (Log membersj in Model 10) and of whether an agreement is bilateral (Bilateralj in Model 11). One way to measure the diversity of members’ preferences directly is heterogeneity in levels of development across the members. The baseline estimates suggest that level of development is an important predictor of design; richer states commit to more rigid terms. However, this does not take other members’ wealth into account. Memberships that exhibit greater degrees of heterogeneity in development may strike more ﬂexible deals. I created a measure of the disparity in development levels across the member states.34 The inclusion of these variables does not change the core results (Income heterogeneityj). However, note that the results do suggest that more diverse memberships prefer – or, indeed, end up requiring – more ﬂexible contracts. Finally, I focus on only one dimension of design in this article – the levels of rigidity to which states commit. Yet, in practice states have to balance their preferences over rigidity and PTA depth (where depth is deﬁned as the amount of market liberalization built into the contract). Related work makes this point explicit; decisions made about rigidity and depth are linked inextricably (Baccini et al., 2012; Haftel, 2011; Johns, 2011). Unfortunately, we currently lack the data required to test this trade-oﬀ exhaustively. Detailed information on the good-speciﬁc concessions countries make is required for a precise analysis of how industries balance preferences over depth and rigidity. In this article, I cannot rule out the possibility that my estimates are biased as a result of not modeling rigidity’s relationship to depth. The various features of design are likely co-determined. Additional analysis that models the endogenous relationship between depth and rigidity is required. Nevertheless, the durability of the baseline ﬁndings suggests that domestic producers have strong, predictable preferences over design. Export-dependent (import-competing) markets enter into signiﬁcantly more rigid (ﬂexible) PTAs as their market power increases. 4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS



This article asks: What explains variation in the design of international trade agreements? I present a new theory of design that extends the traditional sectors model to include a concern for market risk. I argue that producers care about more trade concessions; they also care about the rules to which their governments commit. Importantly, since producers’ preferred strategies for managing risk vary, political tension arises over how much ﬂexibility to build into international trade agreements. This article explores how that tension fundamentally shapes the politics of institutional design. The theory and ﬁndings make a number of contributions to the literatures on institutional design and the politics of risk. First, I relax the assumption implicit in previous rational design literature that ﬂexibility provisions are mutually beneﬁcial. 34 To capture heterogeneity in development levels I relies on the measure of fractionalization oﬀered by Alesina et al. (2003).



Fractionalization ¼ 1 



N X



s2ij



i¼1



where s is state i’s share of total income in PTA j. Their formula produces a measure of how disparate the members’ economies are in each agreement.
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Instead, I show that PTA rules have targeted beneﬁts. The asymmetric distribution of these beneﬁts across the domestic market creates political competition over PTA design. Second, I develop and employ a new dataset on PTA design. The data are based on a detailed reading of 330 PTAs since 1960. The work done in this project represents only one of the many possible applications of this data. The data can be utilized to investigate a number of important questions relating to both the causes and eﬀects of institutional design – e.g., how design outcomes aﬀect domestic welfare and how different institutional forms may diﬀuse and/or evolve across the globe and over time. Third, and perhaps most importantly, this article extends recent attempts to bridge the gap between domestic actors’ preferences and international policy outcomes. I specify the conditions under which global market policy is more or less likely to reﬂect the preferences of domestic interests groups. In this case, market power determines whether PTAs insulate members’ dominant producers from risk. The results demonstrate that states’ international economic commitments must be understood in light of domestic interests (and how those interests are conditioned by the distribution of market power). This analysis leaves open a number of avenues for future research. As I noted above, I cannot model the trade-oﬀ between tariﬀ concessions and rules directly in this article. I can only argue that sector-based interests exert a signiﬁcant, predictable inﬂuence on design outcomes. We still do not know precisely how producers and their governments balance competing preferences about liberalization and insurance against risk. This article generates predictions about the nature of this trade-oﬀ, as stated above. However, additional work has to be done to model the simultaneous bargaining over these two unique dimensions of overall design.35 Moreover, we do not observe the precise lobbying strength of speciﬁc ﬁrms or sectors. I emphasized that one cannot measure strength directly with existing data. One potentially useful strategy is looking at domestic political institutions. A lengthy literature shows that institutions play a fundamental role in shaping how preferences are translated into policy (Ehrlich, 2007; McGillivray, 1997; Nielson, 2003). More research into the role played by institutional contexts is required before we fully understand how producer groups inform government demands at PTA negotiations. Finally, I do not present an analysis of the behavioral implications of PTA design outcomes. We still need to know how PTA rules – which governments clearly care about – aﬀect trade policy. Only then will the consequences of variation in design become clear. Nevertheless, in light of evidence, we have a fuller understanding of the winners and losers from ﬂexible contracts and, as a result, an explanation for why we observe persistent variation in PTA design. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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